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WELCOME TO...

The Mississauga Festival of Trees! 
Our vision for the festival is to celebrate the winter season and provide visitors with an
immersive experience, showcasing artistically designed contemporary tree and wood
pile art installations. The installations provide a backdrop for visitors to enjoy festival
activities such as the artisan and culinary markets, entertainment, family events and
workshops. COVID-19 has had a major impact on people’s well-being. As part of the

recovery, the festival gives people an opportunity to re-engage with their community,
raise people’s spirits and support our economy by buying local.

 
On behalf of CreativeHub 1352, thank you for supporting The Mississauga Festival of

Trees. Thank you to our sponsors, volunteers, staff, and community members, we could
not have done it without you! 

 
Enjoy the festival,

 Diane LaPointe
Executive Director
CreativeHub 1352
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Creative Hub 1352 wishes to acknowledge and honour the land upon which the Small
Arms Inspection Building is situated as the historical and traditional territory of First
Nation peoples. We recognize and thank the Anishinabek (Ojibway), Huron-Wendat,

Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Métis and Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation for their
stewardship of these lands over millennia and are grateful to have the opportunity to
work here and continue to honour the heritage and build community on this territory.

Mississauga Festival of Trees
Event & Activity Schedule

December 10th, 12pm-9pm
December 11th, 10am-5pm
December 12th, 10am-4pm

Artisan Market

December 17th, 1pm-8pm
December 18th, 9am-5pm

Culinary Market

December 19th, 1:30pm-3:30pm

Ally Loves Pajamas: 
Family PJ Party 

Free entry to view installations
December 14-16th, 10am-8pm

Ongoing
Full schedule pg. 23 

Workshops



Artisan Market 

Tickets:

Dec 10-12th, 2021

https://bit.ly/334eI3b



Find perfect one-of-a-kind gifts For the Holidays at the Mississauga
Festival of Trees Artisan Market, running December 10-12th!

Showcasing a thoughtfully curated collection of talented
artists from across Ontario, the Artisan Market is the
perfect place to find unique gifts that speak from the

heart - none of which can be found on Amazon! 



Lot8
Madrock Design

McGuire Naturals
Oksana Berda | Fine Art

Paddles by Blue
Pala Creations
Paper Work

Piatti
Pottery by Nancy Sweete & Stained

Glass by Erika Pholman
Sandre in Wood with Gabby Tutak

Saskia Designs
Sparks and Splinters

Tamara Thompson Art
The Beach Potter

The Illustration Castle
The Mary Potter

Wooden Things by Bob
Yknot Woodturning

 

Anavi Designs
Anna Marie's ABC

Balankagems
Belinda Carmichael Silver Jewelry

Black Tulip Designs
Bleu Ciel Designs

Cole’s Candle Company
Copper Fox Design

Crochet Me A Garden
Crywolf

Emerald and Plume
Hand Carved Pots

Hildegarde Collection
Hygge

InfiKnitLove
Jane Jacobs Textiles

Jo Yetter
Little White Ties



Culinary Market 
Dec 17-18, 2021

Tickets: 
https://bit.ly/3rKJhoN



The Culinary Market features
artisanal food and drink

vendors from across
Ontario. A delectable

culinary one-stop-shop for
grabbing a bite and shopping
for sweet (and savoury!) gifts,
culinary demonstrations and

foodie sessions will be
running throughout the

Market dates. Keep reading
to get to know our 2021

Culinary Vendors!

Sample all the flavours of the season at the Mississauga Festival of
Trees Culinary Market, running December 17-18th!



Alijandro’s Kitchen
Alphonsa's Gourmet Co.

Applewood Grange
Cathy's Kombucha
Cerci Cakes & Gifts

Courage Cookies
Delicious All Day Coffee

Desbarres Chocolates
Eleonora's Biscotti
FancEy Chocolates

Flame & Smoke
Gamble - Micro Greens 

Henderson Brewing
House of Empanadas

Instantly Yours
Kinsip House of Fine Spirits

Locke's Supply Co.
Magic Oven

Mojo Peppa Sauce
Monforte Dairy

MooFree Beverages
MrCorn Ltd

MyTeaBrew
San Jose Mexican Foods 

Son of Ra
Stonehooker Brewing Company 

Tartistry
Tatsu's Bread

TC Tibetan MoMo
The Good Beef Company

The Tea Practitioner
Urban Jars Toronto



Ally
Loves

Pajamas
Family PJ Party

December 19 

Written by Christina Somers Illustrated by Paul Somers

1:30pm-3:30pm

Proudly sponsored by: 



Do you LOVE staying in your pajamas? 
Ally certainly does! She could stay in them all day long.

 
Put on your pajamas and come join our Family PJ Party and celebrate the

official book launch of Ally Loves Pajamas. Meet local author and
illustrator, Christina and Paul Somers, and even Ally herself, the inspiration
for the book! View a live performance of Ally Celebrates Pajamas, and step

inside set designs that capture pages from the book for an interactive
experience. Enjoy a sing-a-long and story time session; participate in a

Colouring Pajama Design Contest for your chance to win prizes. Receive a
digital copy of Ally Loves Pajamas, some fun book swag, and a chance to

preorder a signed hardcover edition.

https://bit.ly/3IqFumN
Tickets:

EXPERIENCE THESE 5 SCENES FROM THE
BOOK THROUGH INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES



Explore a Winter Wonderland 
of  Lights and Art Installations

Backdropped with twinkling displays of seasonal lights, take a walk through a winter
wonderland of art, food, and fun. The Mississauga Festival of trees is a unique,

interactive event featuring tree and wood piling art installations by local artists and artist
collectives in our community, locally handcrafted gifts, and diverse bites to eat.

 
Running for ten days, the festival will host a carefully curated exhibit of tree and wood

pile art installations by local artists. Each installation represents the artist’s
interpretation of a tree, connecting the theme to their experiences and communities.

The art installations will be on display throughout the entire festival and guests are
invited to explore the installations as they experience the other elements of the festival. 

 
Read on to learn more about the artists involved in the art installations.

Lighing installations
 produly sponsored by:



The Mother Tree
Adrian Baker |
www.adrianbakerart.com

The ‘Mother Tree’ is part of an ongoing
socially engaged art project called “Net
Work”, inspired by the underground
webs of tree roots and mycorrhizal
fungi that enable trees to communicate,
to exchange water, nutrients, and
chemical messages. The “Mother Tree”
– generally the oldest and largest in a
forest - shares its nutrients with the
wider community of surrounding trees,
supporting the overall health of the
forest. 
 
Echoing this spirit of connection and
communication, over 225 people from
across Canada and worldwide have
created 300 long ‘strands’, using various
fiber mediums, to symbolize the
connective network of roots and fungi
between trees.

Adrian Baker, The Mother Tree

http://www.adrianbakerart.com/


A Touch of Diversity
Ebru Kur | www.ebrukur.com 

Artist Kur was inspired by the history and nature of Mississauga and wanted to highlight them.
In this installation, Kur was inspired by the paper Christmas trees from her childhood memories.

Kur, who also comes from a different culture (from Turkey), aimed for people from different
cultures to communicate through this installation. Arguing that communication is not only a
mutual exchange of information but also an experience that builds relationships between
people, Kur is determined to prioritize communication and interaction in her works. For this
reason, Kur wanted to offer people something more than just an object to watch from afar and
provide an opportunity to leave a mark in order to create a memory that will be remembered
even after the exhibition ends.

The Heartwood Moon
D&S Projects | Katie Strang & Christine Dewancker | https://dsprojects.org/

With its cold, shortened days, winter can be a time of darkness, hibernation and withdrawal, but
the bright winter moon reminds us that this is only a phase in the seasonal calendar. In the
winter, the Earth is tilted away from the sun, and towards the moon. Although this angle from
the sun leads to cold, shortened days, it is balanced by the winter moon, which gives us long,
beautifully lit nights as it takes a high path through the sky. 

In this installation, we used the Norwegian technique of stacking firewood in a circular pile as a
framework for a lunar calendar. 

Branches of Many Dreams
Jungle Ling | @jungle_ling

The art medium used is discarded or reclaimed material as it is something that has been
assigned as being valueless. I have chosen to work with discarded concrete and steel obtained
from dump sites within the region I live in to fabricate art installations as these were once our
proud new factories, towers or bridges that somehow have lost their relevance to be buried and
hidden. By un-burying them and transforming them into works of art gives them an alternative
identity, beauty and purpose and questions our philosophies and practices relating to how we
interact with our environment and the larger world. We can translate such ideas towards the
treatment of one another once we are able and willing to view beyond the surface and learn
new appreciations for what was hidden from us.

http://www.ebrukur.com/


D&S Projects, The Heartwood Moon

Ebru Kur, A Touch of Diversity Jungle Ling, Branches of Many Dreams



Tuckamore
Karen Roberts |www.artistkroberts.wixsite.com/home

Tuckamore is a uniquely Newfoundland term, describing the unusual way White Spruce, Pine or
Balsam Fir grows. Angled away from the strong, onshore ocean winds, the trees growth is
stunted by the salt spray. The twisted trees bend almost sideways, creating dense tangles of
branches that make the terrain difficult to traverse. Occasionally, cave like openings are created
in the tuckamore, big enough to crawl into. 

My sculpture is an abstracted version of tuckamore. White, smooth, PVC pipe is used to
represent the trunks made bare by the strong, winds and salt spray from the ocean. 

Our Great Tree of Peace
Eagle Spirits of the Great Waters  | www.eaglespirits.ca 

Over 1,000 years ago when the 5 Nations were at war, the Five Nations were brought together
in peace at Onondaga Lake by the Peacemaker and Hiawatha (Hayenhwátha’). Together they
planted the Great Tree of Peace (Skaęhetsiˀkona) and created the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. 
Our Great Tree of Peace is constructed of a fully lit artificial tree, a special carving from Sawmill
Sid, and a large root ball. The tree of Peace has many teachings associated with it but the main
focus is on Hiawatha and the laying down of the weapons beneath the tree. The Tree of Great
Peace represents the Iroquois' unity. We do not have an Eagle to place at the top of the tree,
however, an Eagle Spirit will be asked to protect our tree and see afar.

Left: 
Eagle Spirits of the
Grea Waters,
Our Grest Tree of
Peace.

Right: Karen Roberts,
Tuckamore. 



Make Amends
Kristina Bradt and Fiona Magor | www.kristinabradt.ca| @fionamagor

Make Amends, 2021 is a sculptural installation utilizing recycled wood, textiles and wire
clothes hangers to re-create an olive tree. This project explores pleating and gathering to
create surface textures emulating bark, leaves and olives. An olive branch signifies an apology,
a helping hand, or a truce. Displaying this work at the market reinforces the idea that we can
all take our first steps towards a brighter future within our own communities, starting by
shopping local.

Mother Tree
Leeay Aikawa, Kristi Chen, Louie Mangialardi
@mostly_louie | @kristi_xy | @leeay

Mother Tree is the first collaborative project between Louie M, Kristi Chen and Leeay Aikawa, in
response to such an ill culture we face today. As a collective, we sense that the consumer
culture and destruction of nature directly echo each other. 

Through this collaborative opportunity, we attempt to represent Mother Trees’ below-ground
communication network in an aboveground setting of CreativeHub 1352, evolving around
following question: What do we learn about community healing, recovery and resilience,
when we pay attention to Mother Trees and apply their role within forest ecosystems towards
the human community and beyond? 

Left: Make Amends, Kristina Bradt and Fiona Magor. 
Right: Mother Tree, Leeay Aikawa, Kristi Chen, Louie Mangialardi



Emma Timusk, Jillian Pillon, Brianna Dyer,
Mary Ann Maiangowi-Manatch, Sadie
Compton, Laura Cuartas Garcia and Kay-
Hope Singh.

We have chosen the moose as our
representation to bridge the relationships of
Turtle Island and “New Canada''. We have also
chosen a racoon as the representation of Urban
Canadian identity. The moose represents a
relationship to the land - one that was ripped
from the Michi Saagiig Nishnabeg (Mississauga
peoples). We hope to honour those who were
prohibited from hunting moose, deer, and living
on the land as a result of the 1923 Williams
Treaty. This treaty devastated the Michi Saagiig.
Those who were opposed to the colonial
restrictions often defied them by hunting small
game such as racoon and muskrat instead. We
hope to represent a brighter future - showcasing
the growing relationship with Indigenous peoples
and settlers on the land.

Wood Piling by the The Mossarics Collective
The Mossarics Collective | @mossarics_collective

Memory Nest
Maryam Zaraimajin | @mz_majin

Memory works in the weirdest way. Sometimes a specific smell or taste will take us back to
the first time we encountered that sensation. The project is composed of twigs and branches
will resemble that of a bird’s nest. Each twig represents an experience in our memory that
has shaped who we are. While some memories are more important than others, we need all
of them. 

Participants are invited to bring a twig on which they have inscribed a painted or written
memory. As visitors add to the nest, it will build in memories. Everyone will be encouraged to
walk through, add a twig and interact with the Memory Nest.

Top: The
Mossarics
Collective.

Bottom:
Memory
Nest,
Maryam
Zaraimajin



In a Forest of Trees, 
We Remember
Noelle Hamlyn | www.noellehamlyn.com

In a Forest of Trees, We Remember features over
4,500 hand folded butterflies offered in memory of
our Covid journey, and in remembrance of those
no longer physically present. Butterflies remind us
of the fragility of life. At once delicate - gossamer
wings tripping lightly through the air, suspended
overhead, butterflies astound us with their
tremendous strength. Soaring on wind and
thermal currents, butterflies migrate each year
across thousands of miles. No route direct, and no
butterfly making the trip has ever travelled the
route before. Individual butterflies never return to
make the journey again. As they travel, butterflies
form nurturing blankets in the trees - clustering in
safety, celebrating their journey. Gathering, they
remember each other through generations.

It is my hope visitors will enter this forest - like
these butterflies - to reflect and remember. We
too are resilient creatures who have travelled far. 

In a Forest of Trees, We Remember, Noelle Hamlyn 
(Photo: Michael Scholz)

This Is Not A Pretty Picture 
Richard A. Posa | https://richardaposa.com

This Is Not A Pretty Picture, Richard A. Posa 



Diversi(tree)
Sheridan Visual Merchandising Arts (VMA) 

The Diversi(tree) concept represents the Sheridan Visual Merchandising Arts (VMA) students
and teachers diverse cultural identities; from the representative “root system”, extending to
the tips of the “branches”. Six second-year students designed and built the Diversi(tree) art
installation at the Hazel McCallion Campus (HMC) Wood Shop.

Stan Huang, Tracy Liang, Haley Schmalenberg,
Linh Vu, Shawn Zhao, Wen Zhang, Carly Franklin, Louise Franklin, Scott Rogers.

Twice Blessed
Susan Avishi |www.susanavishai.com 

Today much of our clothing is worn briefly and discarded quickly. 85% ends up in landfill!
That’s over 10 million tons of textile waste a year, just in Canada alone. And so much of it is
recyclable. I am intrigued by the utter transformation of something no longer valued, into
something entirely different and beautiful.  

I hope that when you first look at this tree, you see a work of art. Then I hope you are
surprised by what it is made from. Finally, I would like you to think about the life and potential
that still resides in what we throw away, and what else we can do with the stuff we don’t want. 

Sheridan VMA, Diversi(tree)



Twice Blessed, Susan Avishai

Enchanted Spaces | Lullaby Tree for the Children
Troy Hourie



Enchanted Spaces | Lullaby Tree for the Children 
Troy Hourie| www.troyhourie.com/the-wisdom-tree

Enchanted Spaces | Lullaby Tree for the Children is a continuation of a series of Indigenous
artworks created to reflect on traditions of storytelling by inspiring tranquil reflection. The
first in the series was The Widsom Tree, commissioned by Glimmerglass Festival in NY for
which Troy collaborated with four storytellers from the Northeast Native Woodlands.

This seasonal tree honours and celebrates the lives of the Indigenous children who endured
the residential school system. Troy Hourie, a Metis faculty member in the School of English
and Theatre Studies at the University of Guelph working with four student collaborators:
Corinna Rush, Ryan Ahlers, Victoria Brown, and Matthew Ivanoff.

#hopeandhealingcanada
Tracey-Mae Chambers | www.traceymae.com

My installation work began with one installation and then the project ballooned into over one
hundred across the country. At each venue I am afforded the opportunity to communicate
with the community about human connections. I have chosen the colour red as the colour of
love, anger, power and is a racial slur. Decolonizing public spaces in Canada is always on my
mind as I create.  

As a Métis woman I am particularly concerned about the connection between Indigenous
peoples and settler Canadians. This installation for the Festival of Trees in Mississauga is a
physical illustration of how connection works.  

#hopeandhealingcanada, Tracey-Mae Chambers 



Community Woodpiling Installation
CreativeHub 1352 Volunteers, led by Richard A. Posa

With a variety of different tree species, stumps, split wood, and branches, this Community
Woodpile Installation represents the “laws of nature” and the breaking and bending of
Mother Nature’s laws. The community was invited to join in creating the installation by piling
and stacking wood between two large tree “bookends” to create a design. Technical support
was provided by Richard.

Photo: Michael Scholz



Get crafty at
our Holiday
Workshops! 

Build Your Own Birch Deer Workshop - Dec. 14th, 10am-12pm, Dec. 16th, 6:30pm-8:30pm
Winter Floral Centrepiece Workshop - Dec. 14, 6:30pm-8:30pm

Winter Nature Walk - 15 Dec.10:30am– 11:30am
Story of Hide - 15 Dec. 6:30pm–8:30pm

Deck the Trails - Dec. 15, 6:30pm-8:00pm
Holiday Card Making Workshop - Dec. 16, 1:30pm– 3:30pm

Nothing speaks from the heart quite like a homemade gift - even if it's a gift to
yourself! Get into the holiday spirit by joining one of our creative workshops as

part of the Mississauga Festival of Trees!

Sign up for workshops: 

https://bit.ly/3ois9os 



CreativeHub 1352 is a non-profit, volunteer-based organization, who create,
collaborate and connect with visitors by developing arts, heritage and

environmental events and programs at the Small Arms Inspection Building
("SAIB"), Mississauga, and the Greater Toronto Area.

 
All proceeds from the Mississauga of Trees supports CreativeHub 1352

community Arts, Heritage and Environmental Initiatives.

About Us
Photo: Michael Scholz

Charitable Status #: 848778866RR0001



Event Sponsors & Partners



Event Team 

Diane LaPointe, Sponsor/Advisor
Jessica Haggeman, Event Lead

 
Sponsorship & Fundraising

Chongyang Jia, Project Manager, Fundraising Database
Development 

 
Marketing & Communications

Meredith Wood, Project Manager, Digital Specialist
Sara McGuire
Alyana Ladha

Jeff Jones, migomedia
 

Ticketing & Registration
Patrick Lynn, Ticketing/Front of House Manager

 
Art Installations
Meredith Wood

Richard A. Posa, Installation Logistics Coordinator
Kat Runnalls, Review Committee
Heather Snell, Review Committee

Anne Male, Review Committee
 

Lighting Installations
Emilie Trimbee, Designer

Sophia Fabiano, Rigging Coordinator
 

Artisan Market
Liz Fontana, Artisan Market Manager

Jessica Haggeman, Artisan Market Manager
Sue Archibald, Review Committee
Marie Payne, Review Committee
Kat Runnalls, Review Committee

Jennifer MacDonald, Review Committee
 

Culinary Market
Deborah Raymond, Culinary Market Manager

Trevor Baker, Advisor
Ian Raymond, Advisor

 
Decorations

Richard A. Posa
Val Barton

Tony Barton
Vicky Hare

Michael Scholtz
Noelle Hamlyn

Opening Reception
Clarine Chan, Opening Reception Manager

 
Music & Entertainment

David Voyce
Bill Soper
Les Weller

 
Workshops

Hazel McColl, Workshops Manager
 

Ally Loves Pajamas: Family PJ Party
Christina Somers, Event Manager

Paul Somers
Nathan Somers
Alyssa Somers

 
On-Site Logistics

Chris Wood
Jack Slogget

 
Volunteer Coordination

Brenda Armstrong, Volunteer Manager
 

Food & Beverage
Rupa Kanani

Gloria Sutherland
 

Photography
Gabriella Bank
Michael Scholz

 
CreativeHub 1352 Board of Directors

Paul Michel, Chair
Stephen Griggs, Director, Legal Counsel

Sharon McLeod, Secretary
Leon Song, Treasurer

Amy Benoit, Director, Human Resources
Upasna Chandna, Director, Marketing/Communications

Sue Archibald, Director, Programs – Visual Arts 
Brenda Armstrong, Director, Volunteer Development

Dr. Georgette Zinaty, Director, Fund Development
David Howes, Director-At-Large 

 
 








